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Profile for a Twenty-First-Century Presidency
In light of the movement of university administrations toward greater reliance on corporate
styles of leadership and decision making in recent years, it is imperative that a balance between
the roles of the administration and the faculty in institutional governance be reestablished. To this
end, the following principles are recommended when institutions are engaged in the selection
of new presidents and in the assessment of the performance of those already in office.
Selection and retention should favor a president who i s deeply committed to:
1. The Ethos and Practice o f Shared G o v e r n a n c e and who therefore supports:
a. The right of the faculty to define and shape all new academic and curricular
initiatives, including those at global locations;
b. The right of the faculty to be represented on the governing board;
c. The right of the faculty to participate meaningfully in the selection of new
presidents and provosts (or academic vice presidents);
d. The right of the faculty to serve as elected representatives, not as ad hoc
appointees, on committees with important responsibilities;
e. The right of the faculty to participate in institutional governance
through elected assemblies or senates;
f. The right of the faculty to meet on a regular basis with the president and other
senior administrative officers in order to voice their concerns and present new
initiatives;
g. The right of the faculty to have full knowledge of the fiscal affairs of the
institution;
h. The right of the faculty to review and participate in the approval of all new
building and expansion plans;
i. The right of the faculty, should a majority so decide, to union
representation a n d collective bargaining.

2.

The Institutional Protections of Tenure and Academic Freedom for Faculty
and who therefore supports:
a. The steady conversion of non-tenure-track into tenure-track faculty
positions;
b. The extension of the protections of academic due process comparable to
those that accrue with tenure for all full-time faculty members who have
served continuously for more than seven years;
c. The upholding of academic freedom for all faculty members, including
those not on the tenure track;
d. The protection of academic freedom through appropriate provisions in
contracts and intellectual-property regulations relating to the
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commercialization of research.
3. The Abatement of Salary Polarization and who therefore supports:
a. The reduction of the salaries of the president and other senior
administrators;
b. The establishment of a more equitable salary range between the highest- and
lowest-paid employees;
c. The suspension of the practice of passing on the costs of benefits to
employees.

4. The Upholding of Fair Labor Standards for All Employees and who therefore
supports:
a. The right of all employees, including graduate-student employees, should
a majority so decide, to union representation and collective bargaining;
b. The right of employee union representatives to expect good faith in
collective bargaining from the administration.

5. The Cultivation of Mutually Respectful Town-Gown R e l a t i o n s and who
therefore understands:
a. The importance of inviting community representatives t o participate in the
r e v i e w a n d approval of all new building and expansion plans beyond the
campus;
b. The importance of community representatives’ serving on a committee for
developing university-community initiatives that will benefit from
institutional r e s e a r c h and resources.

